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LIFE INTERRUPTED: How to Face a New Normal 
If you’re looking for a voiceover for your audiobook, let me encourage you to contact Dr. Larry 

Nobles. He has such a warm, friendly, approachable voice that surely captured my heart in 

this book. I really loved the way he brought these truths to life. He also has a great heart for 

the Lord and ministry and is just a super guy.  

                                                                      Dr. Jeff Schreve, Author - From His Heart Ministries 

SOARING TO NEW HEIGHTS 
I wanted the narrator to be a person of faith. He spoke my words in a genuine and compelling 
way and captured God’s intention for these words and didn’t get in the way. Rather, he 
helped point people to the Lord.  The great service, quality, and patience with me (it was my 
first) were a blessing.  I will surely call on him again.                                     Warren Rice, Author 

BY HIS OWN BLOOD 

After listening for hours to many great auditions, it was clear that Larry was the best choice, 
by far. After we talked, I knew then he was a great fit. He is a seasoned veteran and grasps 
the storyline and the many character personalities fully.  He’s extremely professional in all 
that he does and completed the 9-hour audiobook right on schedule. I strongly recommend 
him.                                                 John Montandon, Author – (Rockford-Bridgestone Publishing) 

RUNAWAY EMOTIONS:  
Why You Feel the Way You Do and What God Wants You to Do About It 

After Larry voiced my first audiobook, there was no question he’d be the choice for Runaway 

Emotions. I put a lot of my heart and soul in these teaching, so I knew that Larry had the 

depth of faith and the vocal (and emotional) chops to engage the listener to a point of 

understanding while still being entertaining. He captured my sentiments and spirit just right.  

                                                                        Dr. Jeff Schreve, Author - (Harper-Collins Publishing) 

TRANSFORMED BY THE SPIRIT 
Larry Nobles brings a soothing sound and smooth enunciation that is pleasurable to listen to.  
He also has a vast knowledge of theological subject matter. So, he can brilliantly juxtapose 
complex concepts with a genuine passion for the material that provides the most amazing 
audible experience for the listener.  I was very pleased with how good it came out.      
                                                                                       Dr. Craig Prather, Author (Kharis Publishing)  

STANDING FOR LIGHT AND TRUTH – Dr. Adrian Rogers 
Sometimes we clearly see God bring everything together for His purposes. With Larry’s 
unique skills and background, he helped make it possible. We are grateful for his 
involvement in this important audiobook project. He is the best.  We love him.  And you 
should, too.  
                                           Bobby Lewis, EVP- Love Worth Finding Ministries (Innovo Publishing) 
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SMALL THINGS - BIG THINGS: Inspiring Stories of Everyday Grace 
Larry, my wife and I listened with rapt attention to your reading. In my estimation, it 
was masterful. It is all the more so because of your pastoral heart. There can be no 
doubt that you are at the top of your profession!  I’m ready to get going. I believe the 
Lord has provided the right man for my book.                    Dr. Michael Milton - Author                

BRAND UNDER FIRE: Crisis Management in the Digital Age 
 Larry nailed it.  We needed a professional to bring some friendly authority to the book 
but that would appeal to a large international audience of corporate leaders.  His voice 
was the appealing tone we were looking for. He delivered a great product and ahead 
of schedule. Highly recommend.                                                      Jeff Hunt - Author                

THE FIELD GUIDE TO MANAGE LIKE A PRO 
As this was my first book, I was a bit overwhelmed by the narration process, but he 

helped me understand the entire process and I enjoyed working with him.  He was 

very quick in completing the project and very professional, too. He was able to bring 

a real personality to my book, which can be difficult to do for a non-fiction business 

self-help book. Because of his delivery of the content, as I listened to the finished 

product and found myself nodding in agreement with what he was saying (even 

though this was the book I had written!). I’ve already begun referring other authors 

and publishers to him.                                                                Sharon Burns - Author                


